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ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTOR CALCULATIONS FOR 
THE BERKEEEY 88-lNCH CYCLOTRON 

Alper A. Garren, David L. Judd, 
Lloyd Smith, and Hans A. Willax 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
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ABSTRACT 

Early computer calculations showed that an electrostatic channel 

would have to be very narrow to cause sufficient deflection at high energy. One 

alter~tive considered was a system of three electrostatic channele in seriee, 

acting aa a one-turn regenerative extractor. Such a system could eaaily achieve 

· the required deflection, but at the expense of aimplicity. A masnetic -channel 

to reinforce the electrostatic channel likewise appeared difficult for a variable• 

enersy machine. 

Detalled studies of a simple electrostatic channel began with 

development of an analytic-graphical method of calculating channel efficiency. 

By thia method one can estimate acceptance as a function of radial turn separation, 

amplitude and frequency of radial oactllatlona, and channel geometry. A 

computer code was then developed to compute channel shapes and calculate 

acceptance more accurately by following the fate of a representative aample 

of orblh in the presence of the channel. Uae of thh code indicated that 

hlghe•t acceptance would be obtained if the channel entrance il aet out at 

39 ln. provided the resonances at v r = 1 anci vI' • Z v • could be tafely traveraed, 

aa waa believed possible. Some calculations on tranaition through the "r = 2v• 

re eonance are presented. 
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ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTOR CALCULATIONS FOR 
THE BERKELEY 88-INCH CYCLOTRONt 

Alper A. Garren, David L. Judd, Lloyd Smith, 
and Hans A. W illax t t 

1. Introduction 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

May 15, 196Z 

Thie paper preoenta an ~ccount of some of the calculation• relatins 

to the beam-extraction eyetem for the Berkeley 88-inch cyclotron. We 

wilhed to dealgn a system which could extract at least lOo/o of the internal 

beam. for the full range of particles and energies that thie machine can 

accelerate. 

The system chosen h a oingle conventional electrostatic (ES) channel. 

Various alternatives were considered with varying degrees of thorouahneaa, 

aa follows: 

(i) An ES channel with hot-glass electrodes, to permit higher electric 

fields. This system had not been proven feasible in a radiation 

environment. 

(U) Three ES channels in ael'iea. Thh aystem, diacuaaed in Sec. Z 

of thla paper, aeemed too complex. 

(Ul) A magnetic channel. Thil seemed too inflexible for a variable· 

energy machine, and te eta showed it would be difficult to keep the 

field perturbation• small enough in the circulating-beam region. 

The beam could not jump a magnetic eystem without using a 

regenerative field bump-see (v) below. 

t Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commhaion. 

ttPermanent address: Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich. 
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(iv) An ES channel followed by a magnetic channel. Again this seems 

complex, and possibly not flexible enough~ 

(v) Regenerative extraction. The use of an azimuthal field bump either 

to produce beam spill or enhanced turn separation. Time was not 

sufficient to make calcul.ations to determine the feasibility of 

regenerative extraction for our variable-energy machine. Recently 

Blosscu.A) carried out calculations using our measured field, to 

&ee if the efficiency of our existing channel could be enhanced in 

this waye and we have also made some relevant calculations. At 

t;lr"es ent• ~ thie question h stUl open. 

Ae will be aeen, calculations on the single-ES channel gave encouraging resulte. 

Computations for some o! these poeeibilities are discussed below. The 

epace devoted to the topics treated is not necessarily related to their relative 

importance, or to the effort devoted to them, but hi also determined by novelty 

and possible theoretical interest. 

Z. ~ul~i£1e ~lectrostat~c ... ?.eflecto!! 

At an early stage it became apparent that the simple ES deflector (flg. 1) 

would be etrained to provide sufficient deflection for the higheat enersy (60-MeV) 

deuterona. This provided an incentive to consider three deflectors, A, B, C 

arranged ln series, am shown in fig. Z, with their electric fields direc::ted 

ou.twarcle inward, and outward, respectively. The first two defiectora, A and 

B, produce a. large radial amplitude in one turn. so that whan the beam enter I 

the third deflector it h headed outward steeply enough to be extracted with a 

moderate £leld in deflector C. 

Qualitative understanding of such a scheme io obtain(Jd from the following ., .. 

simplified linear analysis. We suppose that a eequence of deflectora are aU 

arranged parallel to a reference ray traveling through them, that the electric 

field h conatant in each deflector, and that the magnetic field la uniform. 
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The departure from the magnetic equilibrium orbit x in a deflector is given byt 

dzx 
+x= (1) 

dOZ ( ' 

where 

x:a w (R - R 0) , -e 

w• 
eB

0 
moe ' 

( = E(VLcm) 
3oo B

0 
(G) 

The 1olution of this equation in the deflector at an angle 8 from the beginning 

of the deflector is 

( x(8)) = « (1-cosO) + M(O/O) (x(O)) , 
x• (9) ain 8 \ x• (0) 

(Z) 

where 

(3) 

Ui.tm. total deflector angle is )., then the eolution at an angle 8-). beyond the 

end of the deflector ia 

(
x(9) J • M(B/8-~) (.x().) )' = t: M(0/9- ~) (1-coa ).) + M(8/0)(x(O) ) x' (8) x• (>.) sin). x' (0) 

' 

= ( coe(8· >.) - cos 8) + M(B/o)(x(O) )" « •&ln(9-)..) + sin8 x'(O) • (4) 

' 
The first term on the right represents the effect of the deflector and 11 independent 

of tnttlal conditions, whereaa the aecond represent• the motion tn the ab1ence ot 

a deflector. Now imagine a sequence of deflector• and aapa with &lllmuthallength 

t.i'or an azimuthally uniform cyclotron a more exact equation ta 

x" + (1-n+ne) x = c/y, where n = =:;:, ne = • ~, ~ • v/c, y • ( 1-~SZ] ·1/Z. 
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~l' and strength ~1• The fi may be positive, negative, or zero (for the gaps 
th i-1 

between deflectors). 
l 

at 6 11 =. I: )..f 
J:mi 

Then the i deflector starts at 8 01 = I: ~J and ends 
j:l 

From (4) we eee that its specific effect at any 8 ~ 6
11 

is 

1 i-1 
COl (8 • I: ~J ) • COl (6 • I: ~J) 

( x1(6) ) j=l J=l 
x•

1 
(8) € .. • (5) 

1 
l 1-1 

-sin ( e - 2; )..j) + sin ( 6 .. 2; ).J) 
j:l J=l 

One obtains the solution at the end of a sequence of n deflectors (and gape) 

by addins the effects of all the deflectors, each of which baa an effect given by 

(5), and then adding the original radial oscillation, x = ~coa (6 - 9), which goea 

through unaltered. Thus we obtain (after some rearrangement) the displacement 
n 

and angle at the end of aU the deflectors, at angle ). = 2; ).J: 
J=l 

Let us apply thhl to the three -deflector system of fig. z. Suppoae deflector a 

A, B, and the gap between have angular lengths ~~, ).3, and ~Z' respectively, 

and that A, B have equal and oppoeite electric fields, eo that ~ 1 = ·« 3 • «• rz • 0, 

The system must satisfy the following conditione: 

(l) The end of B must not intercept the cbculatins beam: 

x().l + ).z + ).3) > 0• 

(U.) When the beam has completed one revolution and enters Cit muat 

be outside of deflector A: x(l11')> 0, and aa large aa poasible. 

(Ul) The beam should be headed outward, on enterina C: x' (Z'II') > O, 

and ae large as pos alble. 

(iv) The deflectors must be outside the dee: cr. = ).! + >.z + ~l < 'II'. 

~-. 
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What can be concluded from this about the angles ~ 1 , >..2, and >..3? By 

applying (6) to the above conditions we find, for Ar- 0: 

x(a.) 
u = T = •Co& a.+ cos(a. -~1 ) +cos ~3 - 1 > 0, (7) 

v = X~11') = • cos a. + cos (Cl- ~3 ) + cos ~ 1 • 1 > 0, large, (8) 

x' (211') w = ~ = .. sin a. + ain(a.->..3) + sin >..1 > 0, large, (9) 

where 

a. = )..1 + )..2 + )..3 < 11'. (10) 

One way to see the efiect of these conditions ie to plot curves of cos >.. 1 

vs cos >..3 for fixed o. (see fig. 3). In each case the system point must lie in 

the triangular region in the upper right. Case (a), a. = 120 deg, looks most 

favorable~ Case (c), o. = 180 deg, ia impossible. 

We used these considerations to suggest several arrangements on which 

more exact computer runs were based. For these runs we used the MURA 

Ill-Tempered Five Code, with Fourier coefficients chosen to fit the model

magnet measured field. The action of the deflectors was simulated by adding 

or subtracting a constant term from this magnetic field to represent electric 

field directed inward• or outward • 

These runa qualitatively confirmed the above analytic estimates of the 

effect of the first two deflectors. Moreover, on entering the third deflector 

the beam had not ouffered appreciable dispersion. There ie considerable 

dispersion in the third deflector, caused by the fringing field of the magnet, 

but thia affects the single-channel oyatem equally. 

Table I ahowa one three-channel ayatem tJtudied which should give 

sufficient deflection to 60-MeV deuterono in our cyclotron. The dhpereion is 

'•' indicated in Table Z by the effect on two raya displaced !rom the reference ray. 

The clearance of the reference ray from the undeflected equilibrium orbit h 

0. 9 ln. at the end o! channel B, and a. 5 in. at the entrance to channel c. 
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TABLE 1 

Three-channel deflector slstem 

i Deflector Interval ~i (deg) Angles covered (deg) Electric field 
(kV/cm) 

n A 48 0 - 48 100 

z gap Z4 48 .. 7Z 0 

3 B 48 7Z - lZO -100 

4 gap 240 lZO .. 360 0 

5 c 144 0 .. 144 100 

TABLE 2 

Dispersion of three-channel system (of Table 1) 

6.R/R A a. AR A a. -rr 
Start of A o.oos 0 0 0.004 

Stan of c 0.005 -0.001 -0.0015 o.oos 

132° down C o.oos 0.004 0.0278 0.042 

What has been gained by this syotem is a limitation of the electric 

fielde to 100 k.V/cm, compared to the 160 kV/cm needed for a single channel, 

with a corresponding increase of channel width by a factor of 2.5 (assuming 

2 V X E = E d = Const. !. The price is an enormous increase in mechanical 

complexity, and use of too much valuable space, so thh ayatem waa 

reJected, 

,., 
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3. A~alytic Studiea of Electrostatic Channel Transmission Efficiency 

In this section we present some analytic and graphical methods for 

estimating the efficiency of electric defiectol'&. We wished to know how the 

efficiency depends on particle turn-to-turn separation; on the amplitude and 

fl'equency of their radial osdllations; and on channel length, width, and 

sep~um thickness. 

3.! CONDITIONS FOR JUMPING THE SEPTUM 

We were able to develop a purely analytic treatment for the restricted 

problem of calculating the fraction of the particles that jump a eeptum of 

thickness a, as a function of radial amplitude A, precessional frequency 

6 11 "r - 1, radial turn-to-turn separation of the equilibrium orbits A.r, and of 

(I. This efficiency is calculated subject to the assumptions that the internal 

beam is of uniform density in equilibrium radius, and random in radial oacUlation 

phase, in the vicinity of the deflector. 

A septum, of width a, ia located between r 
8 

and r 
8 

+ a at 9 = 0. We 

consider a pal'ticle of amplitude A at some p&l'tlcular phase !, of radial 

oecUlation and start counting turns at equilibrium radius r 0 = r 
8 

- A. Thh 

1uaranteea that the particle has not previously reached the aeptum. Actually 

we cannot specify r 0 this closely since it might vary from. r 
8 

• A by an amount 

A.r (equilibrium radius gain per turn). The first turn 11 given by 

r 0(9) = r
8 

.. A+ ~A.r +A cos (vr 9-J), 0 ~ ~" 1, 0 ~f l!6; 21f. (11) 

After n turns this same orbit will have a radius at the septum azimuth 

(8 = 0) :rn = rn (0): 

rn = r 
8 

+ (n + ~) A.r-A [ 1-coa (l,.n6-!f)], 6 = "r .. 1. (12) 

All particles in the internal beam are characterized by their values of 

)., !. within the given ranges; our uniformity assumptions imply a uniform 

density in ~. I apace. To calculate the efficiency · for jumping the eeptum 
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we have to calculate the fraction of the ~. ! rectangle (of area Zn) belopging 

to particles missing the septum. To do thie we rewrite (lZ) as follows: 

r - r A.r ~r 
y = n 8 = n- + z- [ l-cos(Znn6-!_], z :~~~ ~ __;,;_ (13) 

n A A A 

and ask what !raction of the, :X.,j rectangle (of area ZwA.r/ A) corresponds 

to particles missing the eeptum. For each particle there will be a last turn, 

N, at which it will either Jump or hit the septum, defined by the following 

conditions: 

and 

y < 0, n < N, 
n 

(jump septam), 

0 ~ yN ~ a/ A (strike septum). 

(14) 

It la ueeful to represent these conditions graphically. This h done in fig. 4 

for A= O.ZS in., a == 0~05 in., Ar = 0.1 in., Z1f6 = 30 deg. Hence a/A= O.Z, 

ar/ A = 0.4. To understand the graph the above conditions are w:dtten explicitly, 

u•ing ( 13 ), as follows 

A.r z + n -x- < [ 1 - coe(211'6-t], n < N, 

and 
Ar a 

[ 1 - coa(Z11'N6-!] ~ z + N A ~ A + [ 1 -coe(ZwN6-l], hit 

z+N-¥- > r + [1-cos(2wN6-i]• Jump. 

(15) 

"- fi 111 h b ~ ., 6 h di i Ar + \ ~ • 4-1" g ... t e a achsa a.s <Pn = cp .. &.nn , t e or nate 1 zn a n -;;:- " A 

On turn n = 0 aU our particles are in the rectangle ADFE. On each successive 

turn each point (in• zn) ls displaced by (-Zn6, 6.r/ A) :: l, so rectangle n = 0 

move111 up to rectangle n = l, etc. Curves a. and~. are defined by 

,. 
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a.a <!n• •n) • (!n' 1-coe!n)' 

f31 Gn• zn) • ~n' r +. (1 • coe !n))' 
(16) 

while;) a.. and a.+ represent the locus of pointe on G one turn previously and 

one turn later, respectively (i, e. , o.+ • a. + A, 

conditione (15) are equivalent to 

z <a., n < N, n 

a. " zN " ~. bit septum, 

zN > ~. jump septum, 

a. • a. • A) • Since tho -

particles between curves a. and ~ hit the eeptum, and those above ~ Jump 

tho eeptum provided on the previoue turn they were below a., Thus on turn 

n • 0 that part of the rectangle above ~ represents particles jumping the 

eeptwn, that part below a. represents particles that make another turn, after 

which they occupy part of the n ::= 1 rectangle - • and again the same three thin& I 

can happen. 

The analysis is simplified by taking the original area to be the dark-

&haded zone between a. and a.+' rather than the rectangular zone n 1:1 0. Thi1 

h legitimate because both zones have the same area, and every beam particle 

must pass through each zone. The new zone h A' B' B"A" + C' D' D"C". 

The division into two subzone& occurs because of the first condition. Point C' 

le the intersection of curves a. and a._. Had we followed curve a. any further 

to the left beyond C', then on the previous turn the points on a. would have 

,, been pointe on a.. above a., contrary to the first condition. 

In thle way we have chosen a representative zone such that on the previous 

t\.lrn all the particles are in the light-shaded area below a.-and thus have not yet 

reached the septwn-while on the turn in question all the representative partlclo1 

a:ro in the proceas either of hitting or jumping over the septum. 
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To ca.l~ulato the acceptance ef!lcien.cyfwe take the ratio of the area 

of the dark. .. ehaded aone above p th. that ot tho total clark-ohaded aono, which 

ie the oa.mo e.a tha.t of the original rectangle (with area equal to 1v~ h 
C Area·(o.+ ·tl) Area(o.+ .. f}) 

111 
Area (o.+ -o.J ' • * Zwli.r/A (l7) 

Thie calculation of I can oatlly be done by plotting a sraph like fig. 4, and 

uelns a planimeter to obtain the areas needed. l! the preceosion ansle 

Zw6 << 1, the calculation of e. can also be dono analytically ao followo. :rrom 

tia. 5 it to clear that the traction of particles that hit the eeptum to 

- l J Zn AB xa e = 1 -t = 2.n O edcj>, e = AC = ---z:;- (18) 

To obtain e we writllt 

Ar 
-·.,.·-·.··· .. ,. 

Ill 

2Tf6A IIIII fl (19a) 

II Ill 0 I A, (19b) 

hence 

(20a) 

(20b) 

U the precession angle lw6 or a h small enough, A} will be amall 

enough to JuatU:y replacing cos~ A ~ cosiB by -Ai. sin fA• eo that born (20) 

we obtain 

(Zl) 

il 
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and 

X • (1 

8 

fl+ein+ A 

A • J(Zd)~ i~r • Zd ~ , 
whence 

From eq., (19a) we have 

• 

(Z~) 

(Z3) 

Thh can be used to replace i by lJ\ aa the integration variable in (18h 

however,one must exclude those values of iA given by smaller value• of 

!. , otherwhe the same I values would be counted twice, The excluded reaion 

in fA, lf any, runs from IAl to !AZ' where }Al h at the maximum of I with 

respect to -'A' and IAz is a larger value of }A for which }(fAz) • !GA1). 

From (2.3), thia meane 

-1 
JAl = ,. + sin 'l , 

-1 :: ,. + sin 'l + 

The excluded zone occurs if, and only if, 11 < 1. From (23) we have 

1 
d! =: (1 + 'l sin!A)d~A' so from (18), (ZZ), and (24)\we get 

J ·-----·-··--·- .. :r 
A = r..J (Z,.6)z + (Arl A) 

C = 0 I Ar, 'l > 1 

e- = ~r [ 1 !Az • !A1 J 
-'.U z,. ]' '1 < 1 • 

(2.4) 

(Z5) 

These formulae should be ueed with some caution because of the approxi

mation (2.1). The gt·aphical method should be ueed if more accuracy 11 deaired. -
lt b not eurpri&ing that ~ = a I Ar wherever '1 > 1, -.!,.. << 1 l. e. ,_, 
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(26) 

wherever 

3. 2 CHANNEL ACCEPTANCE 

The graphical method explained above for the septum ~an now be extended 

to the whole channel. However, Iince rather sweeping aeeumptlone are made 

about the path of the orbits in the channel, we only claim qualitative validity 

lor the reeulte. 

Conlider the equilibrium orbit that juet grazea the aeptum, 

with radiua r (9). We start counting turn& for a particle with amplitude A, e 

phase !• where the crest of ite oscUlation juat touches the septum or ia within 

Ar of doing so, Ita dhplacement from the equilibrium orbit, eo long ae it 

h outeide the deflector, il x 0, where 
n 

x 0 (9) = r (9) - r (9) = (n + X.) Ar - A [ 1 - co• (2nn6 + v 9 - !)] , n n e r 

0 "~ < 2u, 0 ~ X. ~ l. (27) 

We assume the channel to be shaped for an equilibrium orbit. If the electric field 

in the channel is constant then the deflected equilibrium orbit (called the 

reference ray) departs from the undeflected equilibrium orbit roughly quad

ratically in 8. Hence, the inside edge of the septum, of radius rb(9), ia givon 

b h (8) ( ~ )zh. y rb = r 0 t ~· w ere xb ::: ,.. (28) 

Here X. is the azimuthal length of the channel and h is the radial dilplacement 

()f i~a end point. We assume that all particles in the channel follow the same • 

path as they wSuld outside, except that we add the deflection term ( ~ }2h. 

This assumption ia relatively good near the entrance, and gets worse ae the 

channel goes through the cyclotron fringe-field. With this assumption, the 

dieplacement of our particle in the channel from the reference equilibrium 



orbit is ~ i, where 

(Z9) 

The surfaces of interest are the following, given in terms of their displacement 

from re(O) (here die the channel wldth and we will sometimes refer to iarge 

and small r surfaces as top and bottom, respectively); 

end of septum E 1 .. 
bottom of eeptum B 1 .. 

e = o, o < x ~ a 

"b (e) = ( ~ ) lh 
(30) 

top of septum T 1 .. xt ( 9) = ~ ( 9) + a 

bottom of electrode B+t x8 (6) = xt(9) + d. 

The various things that might happen to a particle on the nth turn are! 

(a) strike bottom of septum (B J at 9 

xn °(9) = xb(O), 0 "9 ~ ~ 

(b) strike end of septum (E _) 

0 .s; xn °(0) " 0" 

(c) strike top of septum (T _) at 9 

xni(9) = xt (9), 0 " 8 ~ >.. 

(d) strike bottom of electrode Bt at 9 

x i(9) = X (9), 0 ~ 9 ~ ).. n e -

(e) atrike end or top of electrode 

xni(O) ;sr.x
0

(0). 

Transmission on the Nth turn requires (a)' 

(a' ) pass under channei 

xn ° (8) < xb(O) 

(b' ) enter channel 

xn °(0) >a 

(c 1 ) pass over top of eeph1m 

xni(8) > xt(O), 0 'i 8 .; ~ 

(d' ) paes under electrode 

xn1(8) <x
8

(8), 0"8" ~ 

for n ~ N, (b)', (c 1 )o and (dl) 

l.or turn N. Written explicitly, the above conditions, using eqs. (27)• (30), 

are ae follows: 

(a) ( \. .) Ar · k (~ )2 h [ 1 ( ., 6 1:1)] (a)' 1 n + ,.. A <- ,... A + - cos <j> • .wwn ·v r 17 , 

any 6 lilt >.., hit B .. 
0 ct ).. 1ft 8, under B,.-

(b) [ 1 .. coa(!-2 11n6)] < (n + >..) ~ < ~ + [ 1 • coeG .. Zwn6)], bit E 

(b') (n + >..) ~ > T + [ 1 • coaG • Zwn6)], enter channel 



(c) 
(c)' 
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hit T 
overT. 

{d~ Ar ~ a+ d ~ [ any 6 ~ ~. {dlt s (n+ ~) -r < ---p;- ·r 1-cos(<j>-2vn6- "'r 6)], 0 ~ ~ ~ 6, 

Ar u + d . 
(e) s (n +~)A ~ ---p;- + [ 1-coe ( 4>-Z trn6)], hit E+ or T+. 

As in the case of septum jumping alone, these conditions may be graphed 

(fig. 6). Again we want to know what fraction of the (~. f) rectangle corresponds 

Ar to transmission on some turn n. We plot in [ §- Ztrn6, (n+~) A] space the 

curves bounding the inequalities (a)', (c) 1 , and (d)'. These curves al"e labeled 

Ar l:. as follows: a.= lower envelope of curves (a), 13 1 :(n+~)A"' (l-cosb,-2trn6)), 

j3 2 =13 1 +a/A, y =upper envelope of curves (c), 6 =lower envelope of curves 

(d), ( :: j3 2 + (d/ A). 

Again the n = 0 rectangle is the normalizing area, and we replace it by 

the equivalent zone between curves a and a+, where at is curve a. shifted by 

-A = (-2n6, Ar/ A) as before. This area is broken into subzone& as follows: 

hit B_: 

hit E : 

hit T : 

C (through channel): 

over a, 

over 13 1, 

over p2, 

over y, 

under p 1 

under p 2 

under y 

under 6 

hit Bt: over y, under €, over 6 

T or B+: under y, over 6 (see which curve comes from smallest 9) 

E+ or T 1_: over €, 

The procedure is to graph all the above curves and mark the areas defined 

above. The fraction that suffer the various fates described above is obtained 

by measuring such sub-area, and dividing by the normalizing area Z.trAr/ A. 

As before, the total zone a+ -a. might break up into two subzone a, broken at 

the intersection of a and a._. 
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Figure 6 illustrates the critical effect precession can have. There are 

three possible (triangular) zones corresponding to tran1mieeion (C). As 6 

become1 positive, curve o.+ moves into the left hand zone. As 6 goes to &ero 

At moves to the right until nothing remains in the left-hand tr~ngle, but aome 

come• in from the upper triangle (this is usually much lees). Finally, for 

large negative 6(v < 1 ), one can exploit the right-hand triangle. 
r 

The latter poeaibility, v r < 1, occurs at larger radii as one approaches 

the maximum of rB(r). Since p a:: r B(r), the turn separation tu is larger 

there, 1110 curve a.+ is higher than for "'r > 1, which also enhances transmhsion. 

Consequently, 6 should either be as positive as possible, or sufficiently negative 

to get into the right-hand triangle. 

A comparison of figs. 6a, b, c, shows the effect of amplitude A on 

transmission for fixed 6, and the results are combined in fig. 6d. Figure 7 

shows a case with negative 6. 

3. 3 EFFECT OF SPIRAL HILLS 

The turn separation D.r at the beginning of the deflector should be 

maximized in order to enhance jumping of the septum, and this determines the 

beat azimuth for the channel entrance. 

If the magnetic field at the septum radius r 0 is written 

B(r, 8) = B(r0 ){1 + JJ. 1 x + ~ [ a 3n cos(~n8) + b 3n sin(3n8)] + ••• }, 

X:: (r - r 0)/r
0 

1 (31) 

then the equilibrium orbits are given approximately'*) (for a three -sector 

machine by 

1 1 
xe(8) = lf [ a 3 cos(38) + b 3 sin(38)] = 8 .. £-,cos [ 3(8-8H)], (32) 

where 8H is approximately at the center of a hill and J -~ = J~ 3 2. + b 3 
2 • 



The :radial gain per turn then is 

dr (8) dr 
Ar(9) • a: = --J- {1 + i 

where 
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[col 3(8-8H) + 3 tan :r sin 3(8-BH)] }, 

(34) 

dOH 
tan f' = r 0 --c:rr- i8 the spiral angle. For a machine with appreciable 

!Spiral, the maidmum fir h near 

3(8-BH) : z Tr/2, for r ~ 0, or 8 = 8H :1: 30 deg. (35) 

Thua, if the hills are about 60 deg wide, we see that the channel should start 

at the end or beginning of a hill, depending on whether the spiral is with or 

against the particle rotation, respectively. 

Of course the choice of initial angle will also affect the amount of radial 

deflection attainable with a given electric field. For low energy machines 

the beam might be deflected sharply enough to have most of the deflector in 

a valley. Then, perhaps one should have the spiraling with the particle 

rotation and start deflection at the beginning of a valley, so that both turn 

separation and deflection will be optimized. For higher energies the deflector 

runs through both hill and valley, and the deflection is less sensitive to 

position of the deflector, especially if the spiral is against the particle rotation. 

It is not completely obvious that spiral in the particle-rotation direction 

is best, for while it means deflection can start in a valley, the orbit is headed 

inward there. Also, the hill field falls off faster with radius. For our cyclotron 

the spiral is counter to the particle rotation, a choice not entirely governed by 

deflector considerations. 
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4. Channel Eff~ciency Comruter Studiee 

4. 1 DEFLECTION CODE C YBOUT 
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To facilitate more precise predictions of channel efficiency a specialized 

computer code !or the IBM 704 was designed by one of the authore, anll 

2 written by Owens ) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Thla code, called 

CYBOUT, ia intended both to calculate channel wall coordinates and 

transmission efficiencies. 

The heart of tho C Y BOUT code is the Oak Ridge general orbit code GOC, 

which integrates orbits in a magnetic field specified on a polar-coordinate 

grid in tho median plane. The effect of an electric channel is represented 

by an appropriate change in the original magnetic field, which i8 valid U the 

channel follows the orbits, so that the electric field is always perpendicular 

to them. The effect of a magnetic channel is also specified by an appropriate 

field modification, First-harmonic perturbation of the field for regenerative 

extraction can be introduced by specifying the amplitude and phase of the 

first harmonic as functions of radius. 

For an electric channel one gives the electric field in the form 

E(O)"' £
0 

i E 1(e-e
0

) 1 E 2 (0-8
0

)
2

, (36) 

where 8
0 

is the entrance a:z.irnuth of the channel. A reference ray is chosen 

by specifying initial conditions p, r., p . at some 0
1 

·~ 0
0

• The code integrate a 
1 r1 

this reference orbit into and through the channel (from 8 
0 

to 8 1 ), and beyond 

to 8£' From this information and the specification of deflector voltage V e 

and septum thickness CJ, a trial configuration of the channel i& calculated 

and sto·red by the computer. 

To estimate acceptance efficiency, one specifies initial conditions for 

a representative set of orbits at radii sufficiently smaller than that of the 

channel to be axre they have not yet hit it. Each orbit is then integrated 

with acceleration; and the computer keeps track of whether each orbit stay• 
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outaido tho channel, atrikee some part of the septum, or enters the chaDJLel. 

U. the pa.rtlcle entere the channel, lta orbit h integrated through the .JC

modilied magnetic field. The integration stopo when tho orbit hits tho 

aeptum or olectrode, or goes through the channel (to 91). By recording, . 

with CYBOUT, the fate& of a sufficiently large and representative met of 

pat"tlclea, one may estimate the efficiency of the channel. 

Tho addition to, Ot' l'eplacement of, the electric field in the 'channel by 

a field change caueed by a magnetic channel eimply alterQ the effective f'eld 

within and outside the channel. Addition of a firat~harmonlc bump mod~f~o~ 

the field everywhere. The code can aho simulate the effect of several channel• 

in eerieo. 

4. ~ NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

Most of our numerical calculations with the CYDOUT code were 

concel"ned with the design of a single ES channel fol" 60-MeV deutel"one, einco 

theee particles l"equi:re the largest electric field. It will be recalled that the 

sraphical analysis yielded good channel acceptance oithet' for amall poeitlve 

precession, or for large negative precession. The latter corresponde to ES 

extraction from conventional cyclotrons, and a major objective of our analytl• 

waa to determine the feasibility of extraction with podtive preceseion. We 

con,sidered thie a safer way to extract, since we feared lt might prove im

poeeible to bring the beam through the v c: 1 and v lll: Zv reeonanceo r r z 

which would occur before 6 was sufficiently negative to provide good channel 

elficiency. Consequently, we began our studies with the code putting the 

channel at 37 in. where v A~ 1. 03. 
r 

The first task wae to determine values of E 0, E 1• E 2 [ oq. (36)] that 

would give an external beam S to 10 in. away from and parallel to the yoke. 

Thia W'ifl. done by trial-and·error variation of the E1, and plotting of the 

extet"nal orbits. Then one sets the electrode voltago V 0 at a value siven 

.. 
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by the empirical aparking limits 

V E a 1< • conutant • • (37) 

Thia constant is about 10
4
kVZ/cm for copper, and perhaps twice that fot> 

hot glass. Since the channel h ~$\laV?" narrowest at the atart, thle limit 

controlo E 0 only. (It h important to defiect ae much aa poasible at the 

beginning, eince this is moet effective in terms of maximizing dhplacemon.t 

at the channel exit. ) 

After we had obtained suitable values of tho E1, acceptance studio• were 

made. These involved 'shooting' representative particles at the deflector; aa 
. spanning 

described above. We computed orbits for five different energies,/ AE, tho 
we took 

energy gain per turn; at each of thoue energies,Anitial values of r, Pr 

located on a rectangular grtd about the equilibrium orbit for tho energy ln• 

volved. These grids generally included radial amplitudes of 1/16, 1/8, and 

1/4 in. 

For theue·'studies at 37 in. the relevant pal"ametere were typically 

v • 1.03, Ar = 0.04in. (for 70-kV dee voltage), (] = 0.03 in., 
r . 

E 0 All 185 kV /em, v 0 ::~ (104/185) kV. We found the results were quite senaltlve 

to various parameters at our disposal. Thus toward the. end of the channel 

the beam is dispersed most strongly by the fringe-field •. Consequently one 

gains a good deal by flaring the channel at the downstream end to conform 

to the beam envt)lope. It was beet to tilt the channel inwards relative to a 
which has entered the deflector. 

deflected equilibrium orbi~ It was also advantageous to run the reference 

:ray much closer to the inside of the channel than to the outeide. We found 

that with the parameters noted above we were able to obtain extraction 

efficiencies of 10 to 15% for amplitudes up to 1/8 in. 

Thb acceptance is perhaps eathfactory, but not outstanding. 

3 Meanwhile we had been urged by Richardson ) to try larger radii, IJince 

hio experience with the Berkeley electron model had convinced him that 
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particleo would spill without any aost.B.tance. If the beam could nesotlate 

the reoonanceo, channel efficiency ohould improve at larger radii becauoo tho 

turn separation increases near the peak of :rB(r), the precession becomoo 

1/Jtrongly negative, and lese E·fleld is required to deflect, allowing tho channel 

to be wider. Therefore we decided to try CYBOUT acceptance runs furthea.o 

out, and investigate the roeonances later. 

Tho C YBOUT code was used with the channel entrance at 38, 38, 5, and 

~9 ln. For 38 ln. we obtained essentially zero acceptance ... as expoctod 

irom the graphical analysis, because 6 was negative but small, However at 

38·1/Z and 39 in., especially 39 in., we obtained very encouraging a.oe1ulto. 

At 39 t.n. the turn separation l)r had increased to about 0.06 in., " • 0,8, 
r 

and E ,. 6 5 MeV. We took a refe renee ray 1/ 16 in. out side and headed inwar<i 

by (1./16 ln. /r )radiane relative to the corresponding equilibrium orbit, an4 

ueod a flared channel shape: E = (160-3592)kV/cm, (this ·CJhape fite the 1/8 ln. 

amplitude orbits fairly well). With this 1p.o.~iguration we were able to obtain 

about 50o/o transmileion efficiency for pau·ticles with A ~ 1/8 in., and about 

lOOfo lor A.- 1/4 in. This regime of extraction corresponds to the graphical 

analyeia of fig. 7. The ene:rgy spread of the transmitted partlclee h 0. 3 to 

0.4 MeV. These particles leave the channel a.e U they originated at a point 
about 

oource/3il in. upstream from the channel exit, with an angular spread of 

1/2. dog. The point source moves inward with energy at a rate ol about 0.1 in./MoV, 

The moderate effect of the fringe -fields in the channel on the axial motion l1 

ohown on three sample orbits in fig. 8. 

There are possible hazards to extraction at 39 in. One ill that the beam 

will be lost vertically near 38 in., where the couplina reeonance v r • Z.v 
11 

occu;os. Another h that the radial beam quality will deteriorate in pausing 

through the "'r a 1 radial resonance. For reasons that wlll be dhcuseo4 in 

the next section, neither of these effect• should be too bad; the channel waQ 
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de signed for extraction at 39 in. but considerable flexibility has been provided. 

It is 108 deg long, and h jointed at 72. deg. Each of the six relevant points, 

two at each end and two at the joint, can be moved about 3 in. in radiua. 

The proper shaping of the channel field and choice of reference ray 

was accomplished, needless to say, after considerable experimentation 

with CYBOUT, plotting of deflected orbits, etc. 

Un.fortunately, the optimal channel shape for high-energy deuterons 

is not optimal for particles in lower fields. This problem has not yet been 

fully explored by calculations: however, it i~ less severe because at lower 

fields the deflecting field can be weaker, and the channel wider. A preliminary 

calculation showed that 50 MeV protons, at about 12. kG, would fit in the 

channel. It ia possible that an additional element of flexibility in the system 

may be required to prevent interference of the septum with the circulating 

beam under these conditions. 

The statistics of our acceptance run with the 39 -in. channel are 

1hown in figs. 9 and 10, the first showing the energy spread in fractions of 

140 keV (one turn), and the second the fractions of particles that go through 

the channel, hit the septum, etc., vs amplitude. 
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S. 1 RADIAL STABILI1Y 
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It is not certain that the beam can be accelerated out to a radius 

whore "r h sufficiently less than one to exploit the right-hand acceptance 

triangle (fig, 6a) while retaining adequate :radial and axial beam quality. In 

our cyclotron at least, there h no problem with phase lag, which hJ about 

30 deg at 39 in., where "r ~r~~ 0.8. As lor loss o! radial beam quality, acceleration 

rune on the GOC (gen~ral orbit code) showed that the beam au.ffo:rs hardly any 

distortion on passing through v:r = 1 for A ll!l l/8 in., and only moderate d.latortlon 

up to 1/4 in. (see fig. 11 ). 

HoweverQ if there is a small first-harmonic component in the field, 

a large :radial oscillation will be introduced. This effect may be eetima.tod 

a.e !olloWfh The radial equation of motion may be written approximately 

d 2x l Bl 
---or t V X lllil rpr- COS 6, (38) 
dO'" r no 

where B0 and B 1 are the azmuthal average and first-harmonic amplitude of tho 

field, reepoctively, and 

X m: (r .. ro)/rD. 

We approximate v r near the resonance by 

v = 1 .. ( (}. 
:r (39) 

Integration of tho resulting equation involves a. Fresnel integral. Moot 

of the change in x occurs over a comparatively small range ln e~ eo one gotu 

the correct shift approximately by integrating between • co. The result lo that 

traversal of the "r =! radiu~ with a. firet .. harmonic component :a 1 t.nduccu 

a radial amplitude 

(40) 

Tho quantity If " d vr/d9 can be obtained, for example, by running the 

equilibrium o:rb!t code at equal small increment& of energy. Fo:r 60·MeV 
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deutoJ'ona in our cyclotron, with 70-kV dee voltage, we have R • 37 in., 

a0 • 17 X 103 O, whence Ar • (l/7)B1 ln. Thill eetinlato was woll-conflJ'med 

by the orbit code. 

Thoro are two bad consequences of having such a radial amplitude, 

The first is that lf the ES channel has been shaped as described in sec. 4. Zt 

it will not accept large amplitudes. Thus our calculations showed acceptance 

dropping from SOo/o to ZO% between 1/8 ln. and 1/4 in. amplitude, and reaching 

zero at about 3/8 ln. Second, the energy of radial oscillation can feed into that 

of vertical oscUlation when "z = ".;z. This occurs at about 38 ln. in our 

cyclotron, before the optimal radius for channel acceptance. 
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5. 2 AXIAL STABILITY 

The coupling (Walkinshaw) resonance at "x • Z"y b a formidable 

* barriero and it is usually regarded as impassable. However, this resonance 

can be passed if the fringe-field is suitably shaped, since both the strength of 

the driving force at the resonance and the resonance width depend critically 

on the radial derivatives of the average magnetic field and on the amplitude of 

radial oscillation. 

In our cyclotron, the Walkinshaw resonance h never traversed in 

the isochronous region of the magnetic field, but only in the fringe -field, wher~ 

the large negative gradient of the a.verage field causes v to become large. ln y 

thh region the strongest nonlinear terms in both radial and axial motlon arloe 

from the average field only. 

We shall analyze the effect neglecting flutter and comment briefly 

on its influence at the end. We keep only the largest nonlinear term& in the 

fringe-field region and find that the equations for x = (r ~ r 0)/r0, y llll z/r0 a:ro 

approximately 

dzx 

doT 
2. +v x= 

X 
~ z.z. ~ z .~ 3 T (y -x ) t -z- xy - C) x , 

z T,ll z T·~~ 3 t V y = j.L11 xy t X y - y • y 

(4la) 

(4lb) 

where IJ.(n) = (r
0
n/B(r

0
))(dnB(r

0
}/dr

0
n). In these equations and in the 

subsequent analysis we assume that f-L '" >> 1-L" >> 1-L'. Equations (41) follow 

from a Hamiltonian 

( 
Px z p 2.) [ v Z z. v 2 2. " z. xz '" 4 z. 2. 4 ] 

H m -z- + + + T x + -f y - Jf x(y - T ) + JZi (x - 6x y + y ) • 

(42.) 

I) 
We have changed notation here~ and now write "'x and "y ln place of "rand v 11 • 
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The topology of the equipotential curves of the potential energy 
I 

function in the x-y plane is determined by the location and character of the 

stationary pointe of V(xp y)-. We have examined these under the assumptions 

z1 z (1) v ": 2v , (Z) ll'" < 0, and (3) (!J.") (!J."' v ) a. a. << 1. 
X y y 

V baa a minimum value at the origin, which is surrounded by a set of closed 

equipotential lines, The saddle pointe nearest the origin are at 
, 6 2 1/Z 

x • • f *" [1 +O(o.) ]• y •"' {· ;x- [1 + O.lh + O(o.
2n , 

They are connected by an equipotential line, inside of which all equipotentiall 
' . 

are closed and outside of which they diverge to infinity, The maxima in x 

and y of the enclosed region are given approximately by 

2 -
Ymax 

3v 
2 

~ 

6v 2 [ ] ? 1 + o.34o. + o (a.2) • 

(43)' 

The coefficients in these formulas are evaluated for v = Zv and approximated 
X y 

numerically. (The next terms in the series contribute less than ZOo/o lor I a. I 

ae large as 1.4. ) 

At "x = Zvy we find !rom (43) that for small !!"• Yma.jxmax ":.' 81/ZI 
of 

the l"atio/extreme displacements ls smallel" for equipotentiala lying nearer the 

origin. Since the available aperture allows only z < 3/4 in., we must keep 

A < 1/4 in. to avoid beam loss if the particles stay within the etopband long 
r . 

enough to transfer an appreciable fraction of the energy from x to y motion. 

Consequently, safe passage of the coupling resonance is assured for our 

cyclotron conditions provided the orbits are centered within 1/4 in. and have 

incohtlrent radial oscillations with amplitudes under 1/4 in. at the extraction 

zoadlu.e. 
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The situation would have been worse had Ymax' eq. (43), been 

smaller: it can be seen from eq, (41) that the axial force is defocusing for 

-y > Ymax even if x a 0. However, since our aperture is much lees than 

Ymax' we may proceed by regarding the nonlinear terms in eq. (41) a• 

perturbations and assuming the amplitudes and phases of the x and y 

oscillations to be slowly varying parameters, as follows: 

x 111 A ein(v 6 + ~ ), 
X . X X 

(44) 

and similarly for Y• We obtain the equations of motion for Ax' Ay, ~x• and 

~y' retaining only terms of low frequency, a • Zv .. l' • 
. y X 

dA 
X 1111 

"':U' 

dA r (45) 

:~ a .. ~ A sin X -
vy x 

where x a a8 + ZLjJY .. ljlx. Thhl system may be shown to have two invariantu, 

A and C, defined by 

4A 2. ~ 4A 2. + A 2. 
X y 

(46a) 

a.nd. 

A4 y , 

(46b) 
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whoro 

9u.011 A8 
f1 0 13 

· &;.;; i6v ' • 
flQ4 ~e MVG DOt YJi a lyy Ut the va.l'iOUO COGfft.deD.to, Tho O.OOumptloae uUO~• 

lylllfJ thlo trGatmont nro vnU4 o11ly U A 1 < • 3v x 2/ ( 0&&"'). 

rrrom oq. (461») ono mey aee thnt A~ wt.U ooclllnto botwooa limite 

A;1 and A;a• pooiUvo solutions of tho quartic oquatlo~a tor .A.
1
1 obtalno4 by 

oettins minx m c 1 ln cq. (-66b). The Umlto A ~ rm.d A ~ nro clooo tosothett . 
IVA "' y 

lofl' I a .., r; 0 I > I~ I o corr&oponding to U.ttl• chana• of AXial amplltudo, 
"'x 
!!"~ but lf I a • (1 0 I< I f1 I thoy may be quite fAr apart, O.Qcl moat of the 

X 
oocUla.tlon energy may go into the axial modeh Thus tho oquationa 

!!:II A 
f1 • 0 0 

111 ds I "' I define the edgee of thfll etopbande wboae cc.nuc!' lo 1oc:ate4 
-" . 

nt the rndluo whore a • a o· Sinco du /dr > 0 and t-L"' < 0 we ooe that tho 

J'Ooonance occ:uro a.t omaUe:r radU. for larger VAluoe of A. 

At partie leo 8U'4» a.cceleratiJd tho parametorta u, JA."• tA'", aac1 "'• 

chnnse eontlnuouoly. Since q changeo moat rapidly, the ctopbancl wldtb 

corrospon~a to an D.llimuthal lntervo.l 8
11 

sivcn approxlmatoly by 

I z. "A 8 o ., "x lci7ae (47) 

To calculate the maximum value of A ons could. lntesrate oq.uo.tlone (45) 
' v 

a.Uowins for the alow variation& of all the parameteroo lnotcad., we wW 

eotimate thlo value by neslect1ns energy interchange outald.o.tho otopbo.Ni W 

including it at the maximum rate (that at tho atopband cen.tor) ovorywbere 

insldo tho atopband. The azimuthal interval 6 ca required lor ono lntorc:haq• 

from the ema.lleat valuca of Ay to the largect (from Ayl to A
11

) mny be 

obtained as an olllptlc int$gra1 in.volvins 1.11 ot 'Ule parametoro a.ppoal'ing la 

oqa. (46). Wo c.ro m(u!t lfittUl'~(lltq~~d, ln tht came tht.t bAlUt.lly moet ol tho OUI'IJ' 

le radlc.le 1. ce. · Ay. 1 ~/M1 ~< ·1. 1.n tblo ~~o.e A~a/4A1 ~::~ la l. o. moot of the 
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energy becomes axial. For this case the elliptic integral for 9 (at the e 

stopband center 0' = (J o> may be w:ritttm approximately 

"x 11 ( 3ZA 2. ) U'"'A .r.n Z • 
p. A 

yl 

(48) 

A similar result has been obtained by J. W. Burren.., 7) 

If 6 > 0 the stopband is wide enough to allow a complete lntercb-.nge, s e . . 

Thill! condition is found from eqs. (47) and (.48) to be 

2(p." A) 2 

~x'i. ,do'/dO 
(49) 

wltll the parameters evaluated at the stopband center; it may abo be expressed 
I 

ln terms of the energy gain per turn, m 0c'
2 

E 0 co a q,rf' as 

8Tr p 2 
·/ I p." I A

2 

5 vx e0 cos (~rf 
> 1n (3ZA~), 

Ayl 

(50) 

where it has been assumed that v 
2 

-:.=- - IJ- 1 and v 
2 ~ 1 + tJ.', Therefore y X 

I tJ. 11 I should be kept small in the stopband to avoid large axial growth for 

relevant values of A("' A ). Typical values for 60 MeV deuterons in our 
X 

cyclotron are ~~~ - -6, !3 =? 
• ',I 

complete interchange when 

-5 0.18, e
0

- 3,5 x 10 , 

Ayl - 1/4 in. 

yielding A > 0.4 in. for 
X 

With suitably shaped fie~da beam spill may occur before the 

resonance is reached if Ax is large. I~ is aho possible that for large Ax 

the resonance may be shifted inward so far as to occur at a radius where 

ltJ." I is emall enough to avoid complete interchange. For these reasons 

particles with large radial an1plitudes need not always be lost. 

The influence of flutter is to modify the co~fficients tJ.'' and 1-1-'" 

in eqtJ. (45)- (50). A large number of terms play a role, including term a 

involving third derivatives of the flutter, and cross terms with flutter and 

ll'"• The possibility exists of reducing the effective value of Ill" I by a. 

liuita.ble choice of field parameters in the extraction region. 
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One other resonance should be mentioned. If a flrat harmonic 

field component h pl'esent, an axial instability exista at v • 1/Z because . y 

of the fJ- 11 coupling of the axial motion to the distorted equilibrium orbit, 

f I 2. ·1 The amplitude o the driving term ie appl'oxlmately Ax= (B 1 B0)(l • "x ) • 

' z 
Fol' our cyclotron 1 • " = 0.1 where v : 1/Z, which is at a slightly larger . r y 

radius than the v 'll 2v reeonance. At v ::: 1/Z, a 10 gauss first harmonic 
X y y 

glvea Ar :: 1/4 inch. Since such a first harmonic would induce about one 

inch of radial amplitude (of frequency v ) in pasolng through v a lo the 
X X · 

v 111 1/Z resonance is far less important than the v = Zv resonance. 
y . X y 
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5. 3 USE OF FIRsT HARMONIC TO AID EXTRACTION 

Some orbit computations have been carried out corresponding to 

- - 6 
the situationin which beam spill was induced by Richardson. ) He energized 

the outer valley correcting coils eo that they produced a first-harmonic 

amplitude rising slowly from 30 in; to a pealt of about 20 G at 37 in., with 

the peak of the bump 140 deg upstream from the deflector entrance. The·

computed orbits developed radial amplitudes of about 3 in. at about 37 in., 

and then apilled (one third of them into the dee, however). Ths divergence 

of the spili-beam was very large. However, a few turns before the spill, 

and near the deflector-entrance azimuth, the orbits~: very concentrated 

in r, p space. They also showed complete turn-to-turn separation (for an 
r 

initial 1/8-in. -amplitude distribution) and Jumped sufficiently to enter the 

channel with almost 100% efficiency. Unfortunately, these orbits also have 

about 10% less energy than they would without a field bump. This in itself 

means that a higher electric field might be required to deflect them, but 

on the other hand the larger radial momentum of the bumped orbits reducee 

the field required. Further investigation of this possibility is planned. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Bingle electrostatic deflector for the 

Berkeley 88-inch cyclotron. 

Fig. z.. Schematic diagram of triple ES deflector system. 

Fig. 3, Graphical construction for three-deflector system [see eqa (7)-

(10)]. x.1 = length of channel A(deg), "-z = gap A-B, x.3 a length of 

B, a. • x. 1 + "z + "-3• Each plot shows "-3 va x.1, for fixed a.. Conditions 

(7)-(10) require that point (X. 1, "-3) be away from hatched side of each 

curve, and restrict point to be in triangular region at upper right. 

(Fig. 3a: o. = 1Z0°, fig. 3b: a. = 150°, fig. 3c: a. • 180°.) 

Fig, 4. Graph representing efficiency for jumping a septum of width (], by 

particles with turn separation A.r, amplitude A, precession frequency 

6 c v - 1. This graph represents Zn6 ;;~ 30°, (]/A a O.Z, Ar/ A ;m 0.4, 
r 

(see Text) • 

.Flg, 5. Diagram to indicate derivation of approximate formula for septum-

jumping efficiency. 

Fig, 6a, Graphical construction for ES channel efficiency. Shaded areas are 

proportional to the fraction of particles etriking various parts of tho 

deflector or passing through, according to letter key in schematic 

diagram at upper right. Normalizing area (all shaded area) = 360 • Ar/ A dearees. 

Unshaded lettered areas are potentially available, by changing Ar/ A or 6. 

Fig. 6b. Channel acceptance for 1/16-in. radial amplituda. Otho:r parameter• 

a.ro the same as for fig. 6a. 

Fig. 6c. Channel acceptance !or 1/ 4-in. radial amplitude. Other parameter• 

are the same as for fig. 6a. 

Fig. 6d. Channel transmhsion efficiency V8 amplitude from graphs 6a, b, c. 



.Fig. 7. A channel acceptance diagram for v r < 1. 

Fig. 8. Axial motion in deflector channel. 

Fig. 9. Energy and amplitude distribution of particle• tranamltted by 

channel at 39 ln. from computer runs. Integration of all orbite wat 

begun about 1/1. ln. inside of channel, with energy apread corre1ponding 

to one turn (140 kV), Turn number ll number of turns orbits made 

before entering channel, Shading• repreaent different radial amplltudee, 

J.l"lg, 10. Percentage of particle• tranemitted by channel or atrlldng vadout 

parte of etructure, as functions of radial amplitude. 

J'll• lla, Radial distt;trtton of particles accelerated through v r • 1 (at 37.5 ln. )J 

1 amplitude of grid • 'S' in. 

Fts. 11~. Radial dietortion of particles accelerated through "r • 1 (at S7.5 ln. )J 

1 amplitude of grid = l' ln. 
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